
Winona Pre-Trial Service Workgroup Meeting Minutes  
February 22, 2022 – Zoom 8:00 a.m. 

 
Attendance: Judge Buytendorp, Becky Brandt, Karin Sonneman, Kalene Engel, Rena Patterson, 
Rene Rumpca, and Michael Kuehn. 
 
January 19, 2022, Meeting Minutes 
No changes. Meetings approved. 

 
Pine County Probation Pre-trial Services 
Presentation:  Kevin Glass and Devin Peterson, Pine County Probation 
 
Overview of Program:    
 
Program started in 2009 with a federal grant and in 2013 turn to a county paid program with 
DOC reimbursement.  In 2020, Pine County Probation completed 455 bail studies which 
resulted in 638 hours worked.  Out of the 455 studies, 56% of the clients were unemployed, 
44% had problematic chemical use, and some were homeless and/or had no phone.  
 
Related costs:   
 
Clients pay a $120.00 correctional fee for each case which is due in 60 days unless an 
alternative payment plan is arranged.  There is a waiver if they qualify.  If on probation and 
placed on pre-trial conditional release, the client is not charged because DOC is doing the 
supervision.  If the client has money but refuses to pay, Pine County Probation will still 
supervise.  Eventually, the outstanding financial balance will go to collections and be recovered 
through revenue recapture.  The Pre-trial Agreement includes the financial obligations.  Clients 
pay $25.00 for each positive UA.  Baseline tests are excluded. 
 
Agent reviews daily arrest report to determine if any bail study is needed for felony or person 
offenses.  Agent opens a case for each client in their case management system, calls over to the 
jail and does a phone interview using the Minnesota Pre-trial Assessment Tool (MPAT).  Agent 
gathers background information, BCA search, FTA warrants in the last three years, and criminal 
history search.  Agent will call the defendant, victim, collateral contacts, and then input their 
recommendations for pre-trial release conditions.  Agent sends the assessment by email to the 
county attorney outlining the rationalization.    
 
If the client is on probation, pre-trial supervision is not recommended because they are being 
supervised by DOC.  If judge orders pre-trial release conditions and the person is on probation, 
DOC takes over the supervision of the case.  County Probation supervises all gross 
misdemeanors, misdemeanors, juveniles, and pre-trial felony cases.  DOC supervises all adult 
felony probation cases.  
 



If the client is placed on pre-trial supervision, once released from custody, he/she would have 
an intake appointment over the phone or in person at the office.  At the intake appointment, 
agent double checks that everything is up to date with contact information.  Reviews the court 
order, conditions of release, pre-trial supervision agreement, and contact standards with client.  
 
Pine County has in-county and out-of-county clients.  Using the MPAT score (Low is 11-under, 
Med is 12-25 med, and high is 26-higher), agent recommends a supervision level.  Supervisor 
reviews level of supervision and either approves or denies.  Agent prints out roster and reviews 
and reassesses the level of supervision each week.  Pine County does not use CSTS or have a 
call-in system. Agent schedules the appointments and informs the client.  Agent is too busy to 
have a call-in system because he is supervising around 140 people.   
 
High risk clients have a visit every two weeks per month.  

In-county – one visit in person and one by phone call 
Out-of-County – one team appointment and one phone call 

Medium risk clients have one visit by phone and one in person 
Low risk clients check in after each hearing or if they have contact with law enforcement.  

 
Chemical testing is done by UA, PBT, and a oral swab test.  Low risk clients do not participate in 
chemical testing unless a community member calls with a concern or if the client shows up on a 
police report. The client would be bumped up to med-high risk.   Medium risk clients are 
randomly tested, and high-risk clients or clients with a presumptive commit are tested every 
month by UA or saliva tests.  Do not charge for a negative test.  If client admits to using and 
tests positive, no charge.  If they deny and test positive, the client is charged $25.00.  Agent 
tries to get the client to admit so testing is not required.   
 
Pine County contracts with Midwest Monitoring for monitoring services.  If the client is out-of-
county and gets called in to do a UA, the client can go to a company closer but must pay for it 
and have the test results sent to Pine County Probation.  
 
Most violations are directly related to no contact or contact with law enforcement.  Pre-trial 
service will send letters, call, text or email the client to try and reach them.  
 
For in-county clients, agent will do home visits.  If not at home, agent will leave a sign 
(doorknob) to call.  If no contact, agent emails both attorneys to please have the client call 
them.  Will work with the client unless there is a pattern of no shows. Court usually gives 
warning for the first violation and bail is not changed.  If repeated violations, additional bail will 
be imposed. 

 
Mower County Correctional Service Discussion 
No further discussion on their pre-trial supervision program. 

 
 

 



Funding for a Pre-trial Program 
Discussion on how the program will be designed would depend on the costs.  If we used a call-
in system like Nebraska with a GPS location or used the color wheel system, that would reduce 
the cost.  Program would still need a fulltime person to supervise the case load.  Not sure if 
creating a new position would be approved by the County Board at this time.  Discussed if a 
grant program would be possible.  Legislature is very interested in being very involved with 
prosecution.  Karin is willing to work on outside funding and towards a county paid system for 
the program.  Many options were proposed to fill the position.  It was suggested to have intern 
positions through Winona State University’s or St. Mary’s Criminal Justice Program to help with 
bail evaluations or supervision.   

 
Pre-Trial Flow Chart (Kalene Engel) 
Discussed the pre-trial flow chart and updated changes to the work flows for court 
administration, jail, and adding the probation violation process. 

 
Monitoring Services  
Discussed contracting with one service but first need to review costs, disadvantages, 
advantages, and sources to help pay for the services.  Currently clients have three options, 
CAM, Midwest Monitoring, and Minnesota Monitoring.  CAM is used frequently due to their 
low cost and accessibility. We need to review all options making sure the monitoring service 
has quality service, monitoring, and reporting to ensure the prosecuting office can rely on and 
backup the violations.  The three pre-trial programs reviewed all use Midwest Monitoring.  
Team would like to Invite Midwest Monitoring to the next meeting to inquire what services 
they offer but not for price quoting. Decision:  Becky will contact her Midwest Monitoring 
Contact and invite her to the next meeting.  

 
Central Location for Information Status 
The central location emails seem to be working well.  Violation reports are being sent to the 
prosecution offices and the Bail/Bond and release order reports are being sent daily to Winona 
County Attorney’s central email.  
 
Bail Evaluation Communication 
Communication seems to be working well.  Prosecutors are sending unsigned complaints to 
Trisha or DOC, complaints are being issued and signed timely for the most part, and the Pre-
trial Evaluations are being sent out timely.  

 
Other:  Moving forward with the Program 
Proposal to start looking at what we want for the Winona’s pre-trial program and put together 
our vision.  Will our program be a pre-trial service or pre-trial supervision program?  To receive 
grant funding, our program needs to be in line with what the current research and best 
practices are.  Would it be beneficial to have a call- in system like Nebraska or use the color 
wheel?  Remote check-ins?  Decision: Next meeting we need to review our vision and mission 
and decide what we want in our program and what would it look like.  Anyone involved with 
the pre-trial workgroup should attend a remote pre-trial training program.  Kalene will look into 



what programming or training is available from the Pre-Trial Justice Institute. Kalene will send 
Becky our Vision and Missions Statements, Pre-trial Resources, and updated flowcharts.  
 
Meeting Adjourned: 9:14 a.m.  
 
Next meeting April 7, 2022, at 8:00 a.m. by Zoom 


